
Government reduces minimum salary for migrants to settle in UK
The Guardian, October 24, 2020, by Mattha Busby

Rules which come into force in December quietly published on Thursday by Home
Office

The government has quietly reduced the £35,800 minimum salary for migrants to
settle in the UK by almost 30%, it has emerged.

Migrants on salaries of £20,480 but with enough points under Boris Johnson’s new
Australian-style immigration system to qualify for jobs where there is a shortage of
workers will also be entitled to settle after six years and become citizens.

The rules, which come into force on 1 December, were published on Thursday by the
Home Office, with the general threshold lowered to £25,600 as the government tacitly
acknowledged the essential contribution that lower paid migrant workers make to the
UK.

Amnesty International UK said it was troubled by the way immigration rules, including
salary thresholds, “have long exaggerated the privilege of people already advantaged
by their relative wealth, gender and race”.

Steve Valdez-Symonds, refugee and migrant rights programme director, said: “Sadly,
this latest development does not appear to signal any new or firm commitment to
encourage equality of opportunity through the UK’s immigration system or to respect
the rights and human dignity of all women, men and children regardless of class or
colour.”

However, Migration Watch UK, which campaigns for tighter immigration control, said
the move would reduce the incentive for employers to train British workers.

The £35,800 salary threshold was introduced in 2011 by Theresa May when she was
home secretary as part of the effort to meet targets on restricting net migration set by
David Cameron, which the government was never able to achieve.

Oxford University’s Migration Observatory,  which identified the change in the 507-
page rulebook, said it was “the final nail in the coffin of the net migration target”.

Deputy director Rob McNeill told the Daily Telegraph: “They are acknowledging that
the bluntest of all the instruments the government used to get to that target of tens of
thousands has been kicked into touch.”

Before the 2019 general election in December, Johnson reprised the core message
of  Vote Leave’s 2016 EU referendum campaign and said that  EU migrants have
been able to “treat the UK as if it’s part of their own country” for too long.

He guaranteed that migration would fall under his plans after the UK left the EU as he
sought to appeal to undecided Eurosceptic voters in Labour marginals.

The Home Office did not comment.



Appeal  court  quashes UK policy of  removing migrants with little
warning

The Guardian, by Diane Taylor, October 21, 2020

Judges emphasise migrants’ right of access to justice under common law in blow to
Priti Patel

The court of appeal has quashed a Home Office policy of removing migrants from the
UK without access to justice.

In a unanimous decision, three judges found the policy, which allowed the forcible
removal of a migrant from the UK sometimes with only hours notice and in many
cases without access to lawyers, to be unlawful.

More  than  40,000  removals  were  affected  by  the  policy,  resulting  in  vulnerable
people being put at risk. Some were recognised as having been removed unlawfully,
were brought back to the UK and granted leave to remain.

Wednesday’s ruling will be a blow for the home secretary, Priti Patel, who has vowed
to take a tough line on removing migrants from the UK. It also comes at a time when
she has been reported to be considering making some definitions of human rights
law for judges rather than leaving judges to decide these legal points for themselves.

The judgment from the lord chief justice Lord Burnett, Lord Justice Hickinbottom and
Lord Justice Coulson emphasises the importance of the right of access to justice
under common law: “The right to access the court is an absolute and inviolable right
… the right to access to the court is not a relative right to be balanced against other
rights and interests.”

The Home Office policy that has been quashed includes “removal windows”, whereby
someone is given as little as 72 hours notice that they might be removed from the UK
at some point during the subsequent three months, without any warning.

The appeal court challenge was brought by the charity Medical Justice, the Public
Law Project and Duncan Lewis solicitors.

A Medical Justice spokesperson said: “One of our society’s most precious treasures
is access to justice. Chillingly,  away from the public gaze, this policy denied that
fundamental right on a massive scale causing serious harm to extremely vulnerable
people and risking life. It was effectively a shortcut to removal. Quashing the policy
brings us back towards equal access to justice for all.”

Rakesh Singh,  a  solicitor  at  the  Public  Law Project,  said:  “This  is  a  case about
access  to  justice,  one  of  the  fundamental  values  of  the  British  constitution.  The
‘removal windows’ policy shut people out of the legal process. It meant that when
mistakes were made, people could not access the court to put things right, and led
the Home Office to remove people with a right to be here – including a number who
were caught up in the Windrush situation.



“Removing people in this way caused terrible injustices and placed many individuals
and families in danger and into hardship, unnecessarily and unjustly.”

Raja  Uruthiravinayagan  of  Duncan  Lewis  solicitors  said:  ‘The  importance  of  this
judgment cannot be overstated. Access to justice is a fundamental principle of rule of
law. Without it, individuals will not be able to challenge unlawful decisions and hold
decision-makers accountable. It protects our fundamental rights and freedoms. The
delivery of justice should be impartial and non-discriminatory, regardless of who is
seeking it, if it is to protect and strengthen our democracy.”

A  Home  Office  spokesperson  said:  “Our  immigration  and  asylum  system  is
fundamentally broken and we are determined to introduce a new system that is fair,
firm  and  will  expedite  the  removal  of  those  who  have  no  legitimate  claim  for
protection.”

Home Office sources said the court found that the removal windows interfered with
an individual’s  access to  legal  advice.  It  did  not  find that  removal  windows were
unlawful.



Points-based UK immigration bill passes initial Commons stage

The Guardian, by Rajeev Syal, May 18, 2020

Labour claims Australian-style system will alienate key workers who have risked their
lives amid pandemic

The government’s  controversial  immigration  bill  was  voted  through  the  House  of
Commons on Monday night amid Labour claims that it will alienate many key workers
who have risked their lives during the coronavirus pandemic.

With a Tory majority of 80, it passed easily by 351 votes to 252, a majority of 99, and
will now go on to further parliamentary scrutiny.

If it eventually receives royal assent it will repeal EU freedom of movement in line
with  promises  made  by  Boris  Johnson  during  the  2016  referendum,  and  also
introduce a new framework, which has yet to be detailed exactly, setting out who can
come to Britain in the future.

Some senior Tories have expressed concern that rushing through changes before 31
December  could  cause  chaos,  amid  claims  that  Covid-19  has  changed  public
attitudes towards those considered “unskilled”.

Labour’s  shadow  home  secretary  Nick  Thomas-Symonds  said  the  government’s
salary threshold of £25,600 sends a signal and tells people that anyone earning less
is unskilled and unwelcome in our country.

“Those who clapped (for carers) on Thursday are only too happy to vote through a
bill today that will send a powerful message to those same people – that they are not
considered by this government to be skilled workers.

“Are shop workers unskilled? Are refuse collectors? Are local government workers?
Are NHS staff? Are care workers? Of course they are not,” he said.

The Tory former immigration minister Caroline Nokes told MPs she supported free
movement but called for an extension of visas for care workers and warned that the
bill should be phased in or risk staff shortages across crucial sectors.

“I commend the home secretary for her commitment to extend visas for doctors and
nurses, but what of care workers? Are they to be the Cinderella service, forgotten
once again? And what of ancillary staff in our hospitals? We cannot open hospitals if
we cannot clean the loos.

“This  is  a  crucial  bill,  but  I  do  need more  than  two  words  from the  immigration
minister about how it can be delivered in a ‘Big Bang’ fashion in just seven months’
time when history tells us this is not the best way,” she said.

The bill follows the promise of an “Australian-style points-based system” first outlined
by Johnson and Michael Gove during the 2016 referendum.



Speaking in the Commons during the second reading debate, home secretary Priti
Patel said: “The bill before us today will play a vital role in our recovery plans for the
future.  It  will  end  free  movement  and  pave  the  way  for  our  new  points-based
immigration system.

“A firmer, fairer and simpler system that will attract the people we need to drive our
country forward through the recovery stage of coronavirus laying the foundation for a
high wage, high skill, productive economy.”

She highlighted the promise of a fast-track NHS visa, saying it would make it easier
and quicker for medical professionals to work in the health service.

Promoted by Johnson during last December’s general election campaign, the NHS
visa  promises  lower  fees  and  rapid  processing  for  qualified  applicants  such  as
overseas doctors who have secured an NHS job offer.

The government has announced some proposals for the new system,  suggesting
points will be awarded for being able to speak English to a certain standard, having a
job offer from an approved employer, and meeting a salary threshold of £25,600. The
plan will have to be approved by parliament.

In a separate development, public recognition of the important role in the Covid-19
crisis  of  low-paid  and  so-called  ‘low-skilled’  workers  will  change  the  tone  of  the
immigration debate, a thinktank said on Monday.

Two-thirds of the public (64%) agree that “the coronavirus crisis has made me value
the role of ‘low-skilled’ workers, in essential services such as care homes, transport
and shops, more than before”. Just 9% disagree, according to new ICM polling for
the independent thinktank British Future.



US Ice officers 'used torture to make Africans sign own deportation

orders'

The Guardian, by Julian Borger, October 22, 2020

Cameroonians say officers choked, beat and threatened to kill them, as lawyers tell

of pre-election removal drive

US immigration  officers  allegedly  tortured  Cameroonian  asylum  seekers  to  force

them to sign their own deportation orders, in what lawyers and activists describe as a

brutal  scramble  to  fly  African  migrants  out  of  the  country  in  the  run-up  to  the

elections.

Many of the Cameroonian migrants in a Mississippi detention centre refused to sign,

fearing  death  at  the  hands  of  Cameroonian  government  forces  responsible  for

widespread civilian killings, and because they had asylum hearings pending.

According to multiple accounts, detainees were threatened, choked, beaten, pepper-

sprayed and threatened with more violence to make them sign. Several were put in

handcuffs  by  Immigration  and  Customs  Enforcement  (Ice)  officers,  and  their

fingerprints were taken forcibly in place of a signature on documents called stipulated

orders  of  removal,  by  which  the  asylum  seekers  waive  their  rights  to  further

immigration hearings and accept deportation.

Lawyers and human rights advocates said there had been a significant acceleration

of deportations in recent weeks, a trend they see as linked to the looming elections

and the possibility that Ice could soon be under new management.

“The abuse we are witnessing, especially right now against black immigrants, isn’t

new, but it  is escalating,” said Christina Fialho, executive director of an advocacy

group, Freedom for Immigrants (FFI). “In late September, early October of this year,

we  began  to  receive  calls  on  our  hotline  from  Cameroonian  and  Congolese

immigrants  detained  in  Ice  prisons  across  the  country.  And  they  were  being

subjected to threats of deportation, often accompanied by physical abuse.”

“The  reality  is  that  Ice  operates  in  the  shadows.  They thrive  in  secrecy,”  Fialho

added. “We know that the US government is deporting key witnesses in an effort to

silence survivors and absolve Ice of legal liability.”



A plane carrying 60 Cameroonian and 28 Congolese asylum seekers was quietly

flown out of Fort Worth Alliance airport in Texas on 13 October to deliver them to

their  home countries.  The charter  plane did  not  release a flight  plan,  but  it  was

tracked by immigration rights group Witness at the Border, which said it stopped in

Senegal, Cameroon, the Democratic Republic of Congo and then Kenya before flying

back to Texas.

The  Cameroonian  deportees  were  from  the  country’s  English-speaking  minority,

which has been the target of widespread abuses, including extrajudicial killings, by

government  security  forces seeking  to  crush a separatist  movement.  The Trump

administration cut the country’s trade privileges at the beginning of this year because

of the persistent abuses.

Most of  the deportees on the flight had testified that they had suffered detention

without  charge  and  torture  at  the  hands  of  the  Cameroonian  military,  and  had

relatives  who  had  been  killed.  They  were  detained  for  questioning  on  arrival  in

Douala, but some were freed after their families paid bribes, and have since gone

into hiding.

As for the others, the lawyer Evaristus Nkongchu said: “We have no knowledge of

what happened to those that were deported. We know they arrived, but we haven’t

heard what happened after they arrived at the airport.”

The  Cameroonian  embassy  in  Washington  did  not  reply  to  several  requests  for

comment.

Detainees and their lawyers have been told there will be another deportation flight in

the coming days, possibly as early as Friday.

‘I kept telling him, “I can’t breathe”’

Cameroonians are routinely denied asylum or parole in the US immigration court

system, which is run by the justice department.

Victims, family members, lawyers and human rights activists have described a range

of coercive measures used by Ice on Cameroonian detainees at the Adams county

correctional centre in Mississippi to make them sign their own deportation orders.

A complaint filed by FFI and the Southern Poverty Law Center (SPLC) cites eight

cases of forced signatures or fingerprints on stipulated orders of removal.



One of those involved, identified by the initials BJ, said that on 27 September, Ice

officers “pepper-sprayed me in the eyes and [one officer] strangled me almost to the

point of death. I kept telling him, ‘I can’t breathe.’ I almost died.”

“As a result of the physical violence, they were able to forcibly obtain my fingerprint

on the document,” BJ said.

Another detainee, known as DF, said that he was ordered to sign his deportation

order by an Ice agent on 28 September.

“I refused to sign. He pressed my neck into the floor. I said, ‘Please, I can’t breathe.’ I

lost my blood circulation. Then they took me inside with my hands at my back where

there were no cameras,” DF said. According to his account, he was then taken to a

punitive wing of the Adams county centre, known as Zulu, and subjected to further

assault.

“They put me on my knees where they were torturing me and they said they were

going to kill me. They took my arm and twisted it. They were putting their feet on my

neck. While in Zulu, they did get my fingerprint on my deportation document and took

my picture,” he said. DF was one of the detainees on the 13 October flight to Douala.

It is unclear what has happened to him since.

A third  detainee,  CA,  said he was  forced to  the ground,  sat  on,  handcuffed and

pepper-sprayed. “I was crying, ‘I can’t breathe,’ because they were forcefully on top

of me pressing their body weight on top of me. My eyes were so hot ... I was dragged

across the ground,” he said. “The officers told me to open my eyes. I couldn’t. My

legs and hands were  handcuffed.  They forcefully  opened my palm.  Some of  my

fingers were broken. They forced my fingerprint on to the paper.”

CA was taken off the 13 October flight, but still faces deportation.

A brief reprieve

Two  Cameroonians  were  taken  off  the  13  October  deportation  flight  at  the  last

moment after the intervention of human rights advocates through the office for civil

rights and civil liberties in the Department of Homeland Security (DHS), but they have

been told by Ice agents it will not save them from deportation.



Patrick, a detainee who has been told he is on the deportation list, said he has not

been able to sleep knowing that Ice agents could come for him at any time, and that

for him, deportation could well be a death sentence.

“I live in worry because I don’t know what awaits me. I don’t even know what the next

day is going to look like, and will I be taken back home,” Patrick (a pseudonym) told

the  Guardian  in  a  call  from a  detention  centre.  He did  not  want  his  name used

because of the risk to his surviving family members.

His lawyer, Ruth Hargrove, said: “He actually has a very strong case for asylum, but

the problem is he may die before he gets his hearing, because he was supposed to

be on that plane that went out last week, and his Ice officer just guaranteed that he

will be on the next flight.”

An Ice spokeswoman, Sarah Loicano, confirmed that a formal complaint over use of

force against the Cameroonian detainees had been submitted to the DHS inspector

general.

Loicano added:  “That  said,  in  general,  sensationalist  unsubstantiated  allegations,

particularly those made anonymously and without  any fact-checkable specifics,  is

irresponsible, and should be treated with the greatest of scepticism.”

“Ice is  firmly committed to  the safety and welfare  of  all  those in  its  custody.  Ice

provides safe,  humane,  and appropriate  conditions  of  confinement  for  individuals

detained in its custody,” she said.

For those who have already been deported, any reforms to Ice would be too late, and

they are currently in no position to give evidence about their treatment in the US.

The Texas-based sister of one of the deportees who escaped into hiding after the 13

October flight to Douala, told the Guardian: “My brother ran away to America thinking

that you will be safe here in another culture. But they sent him back and right now he

has no life. He’s hiding in the bush. What can you do in the bush?”



'These  are  his  people':  inside  the  elite  border  patrol  unit  Trump  sent  to

Portland

The Guardian, July 27, 2020, by Ed Pilkington

Bortac,  a  quasi-militarised  outfit  some  compare  to  the  Navy  Seals,  has  been

deployed in Iraq and Afghanistan

In January 2011, James Tomsheck, then a top internal affairs investigator inside US

Customs  and  Border  Protection,  attended  a  meeting  of  about  100  senior  CBP

leaders in a hotel in Irvington, Virginia.

Amid  the  sanitized  splendor  of  the  hotel  ballroom,  he  vividly  recalls  hearing  the

nation’s then highest-ranking border patrol agent, David Aguilar, laying out his vision

for  the  future.  Border  patrol,  the  former  CBP deputy  commissioner  said,  was  to

become the “marine corps of the US federal law enforcement community”.

Another leading CBP figure remarked that border agents were not required to adhere

to the same constitutional restraints on the use of force as other law enforcers. “We

are not cops,” he said.

Fast forward to this month, when Tomsheck absorbed with mounting foreboding the

images of federal officers – led by border patrol agents – wielding teargas and flash

bangs against protesters in Portland, Oregon.

As  news  circulated  of  demonstrators  being  shot  in  the  face  with  “less  lethal”

munitions, and of unidentified masked agents in camouflage strong-arming civilians

into unmarked vans, the nightmare scenario Tomsheck had heard expressed by his

bosses almost a decade ago – of border patrol becoming a nationwide militarized

force operating outside constitutional constraints – was becoming real.

“Border patrol has always seen itself as a militarized force, and that aspiration is now

being enabled by the current administration,” Tomsheck told the Guardian.

On Thursday, Trump ramped up his threat to send border patrol agents into US cities

to tackle what he claims is an epidemic of violence and anarchy sweeping urban

areas.  He  told  Fox  News  he  was  prepared  to  send  in  75,000  federal  officers,

warning: “We’ll go into all of the cities, any of the cities. We’re ready.”



Trump has made what he depicts as crime-ridden inner cities under the control of

incompetent Democratic mayors a running theme of his hyper-partisan presidency

since its inception. He famously invoked “American carnage” in his 2017 inauguration

speech.

By dispatching federal agents to Portland, and potentially rolling out the exercise to

other  cities such as Chicago,  New York  and Albuquerque,  the US president  has

turned his dystopian oratory into political reality.

That he should have selected the US border patrol as the lead agency in his new

reality-TV bid to seize control of civilian streets is especially alarming to those who

are familiar with the agency’s track record. The most comprehensive tally of its fatal

abuses, recorded by the Southern Border Community Coalition, has found at least

111 people have died as the result of an encounter with a border agent since 2010.

Tomsheck investigated numerous cases of what he concluded to be inappropriate

use of lethal force resulting in needless death during his time at CBP internal affairs

from 2006 to 2014. “Time and time again I  saw incidents unfold where people –

always  Latinos,  almost  always  Mexican citizens – lost  their  lives at  the hands of

border patrol agents.”

In the same period, the Bush administration drastically expanded the border patrol,

almost doubling the number of agents to its current 20,000 and boosting its budget

from $1.5bn in 2006 towards the $5bn it is today. The CBP now prides itself at being

what it calls “one of the world’s largest law enforcement organizations”.

While the size and scope of  the agency has mushroomed, its  accountability  has

lagged behind. Daniel Martinez, a sociologist at the University of Arizona, analyzed

how  abuse  complaints  are  handled  and  found  that  the  body  acts  with  relative

impunity.

His research led him to the conclusion there is “a culture of cruelty towards migrants

and border  crossers that  dehumanizes and demeans border  crossers.  So to  see

border  agents  who  have  already  been  desensitized  by  the  mistreatment  of

immigrants redirected to engaging with protesters in the interior is very concerning.”

More concerning still is that the federal officers deployed in Portland, ostensibly to

protect federal property, were spearheaded by an elite unit, the border patrol tactical



unit. Better known as Bortac, it is a quasi-militarised outfit which some have said is to

the border patrol what the the Navy Seals are to the military.

Todd Miller, the author of Empire of Borders, has dubbed Bortac as “the robocops of

US border patrol”.

Operating  largely  in  secret,  Bortac  agents  are  trained  for  Swat-style  raids  on

organized gangs smuggling immigrants or drugs across the US border. They have

been deployed in Iraq and Afghanistan, as well as in many Latin American countries.

Their  frontline role  in  Portland was controversial  because they have no apparent

training  in  crowd  control  or  the  policing  of  protests.  It  built  upon  the  Trump

administration’s decision in February to dispatch Bortac into the US interior to work

alongside  Ice  immigration  officers  in  apprehending  undocumented  immigrants  in

Democratically-controlled “sanctuary cities”.

Jenn Budd spent six years working as a senior border patrol agent until 2001 when

she blew the whistle on a station chief who was himself smuggling drugs. She was

offered promotion in exchange for her silence on the subject, but resigned in disgust.

In her years as an agent she got to know Bortac well. She remembers them as the

“biggest guys, like the jocks in a football team. They live in tight groups like the Navy

Seals, spending their time in military-style training.”

In Budd’s experience, Bortac agents are among “the most violent and racist in all law

enforcement”.

The quasi-military nature of the unit goes beyond their training, percolating into their

state of mind. “They don’t exist within the realm of civilian law enforcement,” Budd

said. “They view people they encounter in the military sense as enemy combatants,

meaning they have virtually no rights.”

That strain of extra-judicial aggression runs through everything Bortac does, Budd

said. “They don’t do normal vehicle stops. They will rip drivers from their seat, throw

him against the side, put him in handcuffs – the same tactics you are now seeing

Bortac agents use in Portland.”

Under the rules of the border patrol they are allowed to operate within 100 miles of

any US border, including those with Mexico and Canada as well as both coasts. As a

result, their writ covers almost two-thirds of the population of the country – some 200



million people – and embraces nine of the nation’s 10 largest cities, many of which

Trump is now targeting.

Inside  the  100-mile  zone,  border  patrol  agents  are  to  some  degree  free  of

constitutional  restraints  that  apply  to  other  law  enforcers.  “They  can  set  up

checkpoints up to 100 miles from the border, as they have at Gila Bend and Casa

Grande in Arizona,” Tod Miller said. “They consciously operate as though they were

above  the  fourth  amendment  prohibitions  on  unreasonable  search  and  seizures,

though civil rights groups fiercely contest that.”

Two other aspects of the culture of border patrol are relevant to the current furor over

their mobilization in inner cities. Racism and Donald Trump.

Racism has plagued the institution for decades. Jenn Budd recalled that when she

signed up for service in 1995 her Spanish instructor blithely informed her that Latino

migrants were referenced within the agency as “tonks” and “wetbacks”.

“There’s  a  prevailing  view  that  all  migrants  are  criminals,  and  that  if  you  stop

someone in their vehicle who looks Latino and speaks Spanish, they are probably

criminal too,” she said.

Last year ProPublica exposed a secret Facebook group for current and former border

patrol  agents  whose  posts  were  riddled  with  violent,  racist  and  sexist  language

including jokes about migrant deaths. One of the posts exhorted agents to throw a

“burrito  at  these  bitches”,  referring  to  Democratic  congresswomen  calling  for  an

investigation of border facility abuses.

The Intercept went on to reveal that both the current chief of border patrol, Rodney

Scott,  and his  predecessor Carla  Provost,  were  among the group’s almost  9,500

members – almost half the entire force.

While the Facebook group was hidden from public view, there has been no attempt

to obscure the passionate, almost obsessive, support that border patrol offers Trump.

In March 2016 the then Republican presidential candidate received a boost to his bid

for his party’s nomination when the union representing border patrol agents endorsed

him.

Since then, the relationship has grown ever tighter. Border patrol has enthusiastically

followed  Trump’s  executive  orders,  even  when  they  mired  the  agency  deep  in



controversy such as when its agents removed infants from their mothers’ arms under

Trump’s 2018 policy of family separation.

The National Border Patrol Council, the agents’ union, is in lock-step with Trump. Of

the top 20 posts on its Twitter feed, all but three are retweets of Trump’s personal or

campaign messages.

In a video statement embedded on the feed, the union’s president, Brandon Judd,

declares that “President Trump is the right candidate for the safety and security of

this great nation, not Joe Biden. Please join me in supporting President Trump.”

The Trump-border patrol  partnership bears all  the hallmarks of a classic quid pro

quo. On one side of the deal, the border patrol union lavishes praise on the president

and supports his pitch for re-election.

On his side, Trump has repeatedly pushed for more resources for the agency and for

its staff union, and is now actively promoting the fulfillment of its dream of becoming

a militarized presence on America’s streets. Under his presidency, the brutalized and

violent politics of the border are being extended across the nation.

“Trump has ratcheted up political ties to border patrol to another level,” Miller said.

“He based his whole 2016 campaign around this, and it is now at the core of his 2020

re-election bid. These are his people.”
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